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SEGMENTS
BACKGROUND:

As per the requirements of SEBI and the Stock Exchange(s), the company

has
designed a Risk Management system for open positions of its clients and proprietary in
the Capital Market and Derivatives begments.

POLICY:

The company shall on its discretion and as per the requirements of governing and
regulatory bodies, collect lnitial Margins and Mark to Market (MTM) margins from the
clients. ln addition, the margins so collected can be topped up as required and
exposures of the clients so be adjusted that can vary from client to client basis.
The company shall on its discretion maintain the non-cash component of the client as a
percentage of the cash component and the same may vary from client to client basis.

The Directors of the company are allowed to take the above decisions and the same
shall be monitored on a regular basis by automated software or othenvise. The
automated software shall compute the capital available towards the exposure, the policy
for such exposure shall be entered into the system by the dlrectors or the compliance
officer.

RISK CONTROL:
The trading rights of the clients shall cease once the client utilizes 100% of the allocated
exposure or is @50% of loss to the capital computed for exposure calculation. Upon
of the clients" capital loss, 50% random position of the client shall be squared off, if
the client does not infuse clear funds to its margin requirements and/or to cover its loss.
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Upon 100% of the clients" capital loss, the entire position of the client shall be squared
off.

The loss is a percentage of the capit5l computed for exposure calculation as per the
p"liay
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